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talk in mathematical history: On the Hypotheses That Lie at the Foundations
of Geometry . His ideas about geometry, which developed into Riemannian
geometry, paved the way for Einstein’s theory of relativity and much else.
In 1917, Tullio Levi-Civita (1873–1941) showed, given a Riemannian metric g
on an n-manifold M, that one could define a notion of parallel transport along
a curve γ : [0, 1] → M,
P g (γ) : Tγ(0) M → Tγ(1) M,
that was a linear isometry between the two tangent spaces.
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is g -parallel, and the g -Laplacian ∆ commutes with this decomposition, yielding the
all-important corresponding type decomposition in cohomology of a Kähler manifold
M
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However, aside from a few simple examples (mainly local product structures and locally
symmetric spaces), he did not have an application in mind.
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n
n
n = 2m
n = 2m
n = 4m
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n=7
n=8
n = 16

Holonomy
SO(n)
U(m) ⊂ SO(n)
SU(m) ⊂ SO(n)
Sp(m) ⊂ SO(n)
Sp(m)Sp(1) ⊂ SO(n)
G2 ⊂ SO(7)
Spin(7) ⊂ SO(8)
Spin(9) ⊂ SO(16)

Name
generic
Kähler
Calabi–Yau
hyperKähler
Quaternion Kähler
?
?
?

However, in 1954, Marcel Berger (1927–2016) had already proved a remarkable
result, one that determined all the possible irreducibly acting holonomies of
metrics that were not locally symmetric on simply-connected manifolds.
(The locally symmetric metrics had been classified already by É. Cartan.)

Berger’s List (modified) and the corresponding parallel forms
n

Holonomy

Name

Parallel Forms Generators

n
n = 2m
n = 2m
n = 4m
n = 4m
n=7
n=8

SO(n)
U(m) ⊂ SO(n)
SU(m) ⊂ SO(n)
Sp(m) ⊂ SO(n)
Sp(m)Sp(1) ⊂ SO(n)
G2 ⊂ SO(7)
Spin(7) ⊂ SO(8)

generic
Kähler
Calabi–Yau
hyperKähler
Quaternion Kähler

vol ∈ Ωn (M)
ωJ ∈ Ω1,1 (M)
ωJ ∈ Ω1,1 (M), Υ ∈ Ωm,0 (M)
ωI , ωJ , ωK ∈ Ω2 (M)
ωI 2 + ωJ 2 + ωK 2 ∈ Ω4 (M)
φ ∈ Ω3 (M), ∗φ ∈ Ω4 (M)
Φ ∈ Ω4 (M)
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Meanwhile, the interest in applications of Calabi–Yau geometry has stimulated an enormous
development of new mathematical tools and techniques that is still ongoing.
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In 1984, R. L. Bryant, inspired by the work of F. R. Harvey and H. B. Lawson, Jr. on calibrated
geometry, applied É. Cartan’s techniques to show that metrics with holonomy G2 and Spin(7)
do, indeed, exist, and he determined their local generality.
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The next 30 years of the story were marked by increasing interest and a number of
breakthroughs:

• In 1987, R. Bryant and S. Salamon constructed complete, explicit (cohomogeneity one)

examples of Riemannian 7-manifolds with holonomy G2 and 8-manifolds with
holonomy Spin(7).
• Physicists interested in supersymmetric theories of high-energy physics began to ask more

and more detailed questions about the nature of these manifolds of special holonomy.
• In the mid-90s, D. Joyce developed techniques that allowed him to prove the existence of

compact examples of Riemannian 7-manifolds with holonomy G2 and 8-manifolds with
holonomy Spin(7).
• The ongoing development of gauge theory and symplectic topology and the study of moduli
spaces and enumerative problems in algebraic geometry motivated the study of similar
questions about these special holonomy manifolds and their ‘distinguished’ submanifolds.
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Ω3+ (M) 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ w1 (M) = w2 (M) = 0 (i.e., M is orientable and spinnable).
If (M, g ) has holonomy ' G2 , then a nonzero g -parallel 3-form lies in Ω3+ (M).
φ ∈ Ω3+ (M) is gφ -parallel ⇐⇒ dφ = 0 and d(∗φ φ) = 0.
If M is compact and simply-connected and φ is gφ -parallel, then the holonomy of M is ' G2 .
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Our efforts have focused on the following general areas of investigation:
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about moduli spaces of examples?
• What sorts of construction techniques are available, and how effective are they?
• What sorts of singularities can arise?
• What features of examples will be important for applications in string theory and M-theory?
• What aspects of gauge theory and enumerative invariants, so effective in the complex cases,

can be usefully generalized to the exceptional cases?
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Some progress and future challenges in the compact case:
• The fundamental ideas of Joyce for perturbing a closed φ ∈ Ω3+ (M) that is (by some

measure) almost co-closed to one that is actually co-closed have been exploited in a number
of ways, enormously expanding the number of known examples, which now number in the
billions. Mark Haskins will report on these developments.
• New invariants of G2 -structures that are enhancements of η-invariant ideas have been

constructed that, in particular, allow us to show that the space G(M) can be disconnected.
Johannes Nordström will report on these developments.
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Note: A fixed point φ is necessarily gφ -parallel.
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is a vector field X satisfying
LX φ = ∆φ φ + λ φ
for some constant λ. (Note that if M is compact, then either λ = 0 or φ is exact.) Bryant
has shown that the local solitons (φ, X ) depend on 16 functions of 6 variables (up to
diffeomorphism).
However, there are many things we do not yet know:
• Can we find checkable conditions that would guarantee convergence of the flow, so that it
can be used to prove existence of new G2 -holonomy metrics?
• The local generality of gradient solitons for the flow remains a mystery, as the equations are
not involutive.
• The analysis of singularity formation in the flow is only now in the initial stages.
• We do not know when a orientable, spinnable manifold M 7 supports a closed everywhere
nondegenerate form, not even for M = S 7 .
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analogs of anti-self-dual connections (∗F = −φ∧F ).
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kinds of singularities that can arise in calibrated submanifolds, particularly the 3-dimensional
associative case in G2 -geometry. R. Bryant has shown that any real-analytic curve in a
G2 -manifold can be locally realized as the singular locus of a real-analytic associative
subvariety, but much is still not understood concerning the possible tangent cones at
singularities of associatives or co-associatives.
• A. Doan will speak on recent Collaboration developments in the Donaldson–Thomas project

of defining invariants of special holonomy manifolds using instantons, focusing particularly
on the special case of Calabi–Yau 3-folds.
• Meanwhile, D. Joyce has developed new tools to study the moduli of associative 3-folds in

G2 -manifolds and G2 -instantons as part of a very general program to associate vertex
algebras and Lie algebras to the homology of moduli spaces that arise in a number of
contexts in differential geometry of special holonomy spaces.
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The analog in G2 -geometry is a (singular) co-associative K 3-fibration of a G2 -holonomy
manifold (sometimes known as a Kovalev-Lefschetz (singular) fibration). The direct
construction of such ‘fibrations’ is extremely challenging.
S. Donaldson will speak about an approach to gaining information about such mappings by
passing to an ‘adiabatic limit’ and also about understanding prescribed boundary data for
G2 -manifolds with boundary.
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As already mentioned, G2 -(and Spin(7)-)holonomy manifolds are Ricci-flat and carry nontrivial
parallel spinor fields, properties that made Calabi–Yau 3-folds so important for the development
of string theory in the 1980s.
However, in M-theory, in order for the models to be applicable for realistic physics of matter
(for example, to allow for chiral matter), smooth, compact G2 -manifolds will not suffice;
instead, indications are that G2 -spaces with singularities in codimensions 4 and 7 will be
needed, and these, with the right properties, seem to be harder to come by.
B. Acharya will speak on our progress in developing special holonomy spaces appropriate for
models of particle physics, cosmology, and dark matter.
S. Schäfer-Nameki will introduce an approach to superconformal field theories in 5D that makes
use of singular elliptic Calabi–Yau 3-folds.
S. Salamon will explain how a symmetry reduction applied to a well-known smooth, complete
G2 -manifold yields a singular SU(3)-space whose features are expected to be useful in studying
a model in M-theory investigated by Atiyah and Witten.

